Internship Commodity Trading / Logistic

Sucden is an independent leader in soft commodities trading. We trade on the world’s major exchanges in a wide range of products and services including sugar, coffee, cocoa, ethanol, ocean freight and futures/options brokerage. In support, we are active in agriculture and sourcing, processing, logistics, distribution, merchandising, financing, research and risk management.

Location:
Geneva, Switzerland

Experience Level:
None

Employment Category:
Six months internship, immediate start possible. This is a very exciting opportunity for an individual interested in enhancing their knowledge of trading and logistics in a fast-paced environment.

Job Summary:
- Successful applicants will work in a trading environment to assist experienced traders and work closely with our logistic team. You will get extended exposure to trading execution, risk monitoring and logistical planning.
- You will also help identify the market by conducting in-depth analyzes.

Primary Duties:
- Support of traders in daily business.
- Exploring trading ideas by analyzing market data.
- Proactively produce trading ideas and operational optimization based on the knowledge acquired.

Required/Preferred Qualifications:
- Business fluency in English.
- Strong analytical skills and highly structured working methods.
- High level of curiosity and eagerness to continuously learn.
- German is an asset.

Hiring Details:
Immediate start possible. Competitive compensation. Please send your application with cover letter and CV to Mr. von Soest (hvonsoest@sucden.com).